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Markov Runs  Estimate  Std. Error  t value  p­value 
Intercept  0.135  0.047  2.839  0.008 
E(Win %)  0.73  0.094  7.778  <0.001 
R​2  0.676       
Resid Std Error  0.037       
 
Table 4b: Regression Output for Figure 5b 
Actual Runs  Estimate  Std. Error  t value  p­value 
Intercept  0.027  0.044  0.628  0.535 
E(Win %)  0.94  0.086  10.937  <0.001 
R​2  0.805       
Resid Std Error  0.028       
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Using the Markov runs to predict winning percentage accounts for roughly 68% of the variation 
in the actual winning percentage. On the other hand, using actual runs to predict winning 
percentage, we see that it accounts for nearly 81% of the variation in the actual winning 
percentage. The red lines in Figure 5a and 5b have an intercept of 0 and a slope 1. These denote a 
perfect prediction of winning percentage based on expected winning percentage, and are used to 
compare how close each respective model is to a perfect prediction. As expected, using actual 
runs scored and runs allowed will predict the actual win percentage of the teams better, but the 
two are not much different. Lastly, I include a graph that shows the distribution of the actual 
number of wins of the teams minus the predicted number of wins for a full 162 game season.   
Figure 6: Distribution of Actual Wins minus Predicted Wins using Markov Runs 
 
The distribution is centered around 0 which is reassuring, and the mean absolute difference was 
5.4 wins. Therefore, using Markov runs and the revised pythagorean theorem of baseball formula 
to predict the number of wins in a 162 game season was only 5.4 games off from the actual 
17 
number of wins on average. Some of the unusual observations include the Kansas City Royals 
(+10) and the Cleveland Indians (­10).  
VIII. Conclusion 
The game of baseball contains strategic situations that are not accounted for by a Markov 
process. However, the process effectively simulates the basic realities of a baseball game, which 
can be used to estimate winning percentage. Minor adjustments can be applied to Markov chains 
to help replicate a closer reality. Some of these include stolen bases, situational hitting, or even 
using pinch hitters at certain innings in the game. The effect of these inclusions may be minimal, 
but they are in fact part of a real baseball game.  
There are numerous applications of Markov chains in baseball. Including but not limited 
to trade analysis, and simulation of batting orders. If you wanted to trade player A for player B, 
you would hope that your team improves. Therefore, retract player A’s stats from your team 
averages and input player B’s statistics. Does your team’s Markov runs increase or decrease? If 
they decrease, then you might want to ask for another player in return, otherwise you risk losing 
more games in the future. In my Markov chain model, I am either running through the same 
player P matrix or a team’s P matrix. However, it is possible to run through 9 different P 
matrices to simulate a batting order. You can put these matrices in an optimal batting order that 
produces the highest number of Markov runs. This idea can be used to test whether a pitcher 
batting 8th in the batting order instead of 9th will actually produce more runs for your team, and 
thus more wins.  
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X.  R Code 
Batting Code 
 
teams.batting= read.csv("MLBBatting2015.csv", header=TRUE, nrow=31) 
 
# Prob function to convert raw data to probabilities 
prob.batting= function(data){ 
data$P.BB.HBP.= (data$BB+ data$HBP)/data$PA 
data$P.1B.= (data$H­ data$X2B­data$X3B­ data$HR)/data$PA 
data$P.2B.= data$X2B/data$PA 
data$P.3B.= data$X3B/data$PA 
data$P.HR.= data$HR/data$PA 
data$P.DP.= data$GDP/data$PA 
data$P.E.= (data$AB­data$SO)*(1­0.984)/data$PA 
data$P.Out.= 1­(data$P.BB.HBP.+data$P.1B.+data$P.2B.+data$P.3B.+data$P.HR.+data$P.E.) 
data$P.1Out.= data$P.Out.­data$P.DP. 
data$P.SF.= data$SF/data$PA 
 
# Extrabase is the probability of advancing from 2nd base to home on a single 
data$P.Att.2nd.0out. = 0.4673 
data$P.Att.2nd.1out. = 0.5927 
data$P.Att.2nd.2out. = 0.9079 
data$P.Safe.2nd.= 0.96 
 
prob= data[, c(1,30:43)] 
 
return(prob) 
} 
 
prob.batting=prob.batting(teams.batting) 
 
# End of prob function 
 
# trans function to compute the transition matrix and expected runs matrix 
trans.batting= function(prob){ 
  A0= 
matrix(data=c(prob.batting$P.HR.[i],prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]+prob.batting$P.E.[i],prob.batting$P.2B.[i],prob.batting$P
.3B.[i],0,0,0,0, 
 
prob.batting$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.batting$P.3B.[i],prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]+prob.batting$P.E.[i],0,prob.batting$P.2B.[i],0, 
 
prob.batting$P.HR.[i],prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i],prob.batting$P.2B.[i],prob.batting$P.3B.
[i],prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i],prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i])
+prob.batting$P.E.[i],0,0, 
 
prob.batting$P.HR.[i],prob.batting$P.1B.[i]+prob.batting$P.E.[i],prob.batting$P.2B.[i],prob.batting$P.3B.[i],0,prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i],0,0, 
 
prob.batting$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.batting$P.3B.[i],prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i],0,prob.batting$
P.2B.[i],prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.0out.
[i])+prob.batting$P.E.[i], 
 
prob.batting$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.batting$P.3B.[i],prob.batting$P.1B.[i]+prob.batting$P.E.[i],0,prob.batting$P.2B.[i],prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i], 
 
prob.batting$P.HR.[i],prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i],prob.batting$P.2B.[i],prob.batting$P.3B.
[i],0,prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i])+prob.batting$P.E.[i],0,prob
$P.BB.HBP.[i], 
 
prob.batting$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.batting$P.3B.[i],prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i],0,prob.batting$
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P.2B.[i],prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.0out.
[i])+prob.batting$P.E.[i]),  
             nrow=8, ncol=8, byrow=TRUE) 
   
  A1= 
matrix(data=c(prob.batting$P.HR.[i],prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]+prob.batting$P.E.[i],prob.batting$P.2B.[i],prob.batting$P
.3B.[i],0,0,0,0, 
 
prob.batting$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.batting$P.3B.[i],prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]+prob.batting$P.E.[i],0,prob.batting$P.2B.[i],0, 
 
prob.batting$P.HR.[i],prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i],prob.batting$P.2B.[i],prob.batting$P.3B.
[i],prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i],prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i])
+prob.batting$P.E.[i],0,0, 
 
prob.batting$P.HR.[i],prob.batting$P.1B.[i]+prob.batting$P.E.[i],prob.batting$P.2B.[i],prob.batting$P.3B.[i],0,prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i],0,0, 
 
prob.batting$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.batting$P.3B.[i],prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i],0,prob.batting$
P.2B.[i],prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.1out.
[i])+prob.batting$P.E.[i], 
 
prob.batting$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.batting$P.3B.[i],prob.batting$P.1B.[i]+prob.batting$P.E.[i],0,prob.batting$P.2B.[i],prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i], 
 
prob.batting$P.HR.[i],prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i],prob.batting$P.2B.[i],prob.batting$P.3B.
[i],0,prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i])+prob.batting$P.E.[i],0,prob
$P.BB.HBP.[i], 
 
prob.batting$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.batting$P.3B.[i],prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i],0,prob.batting$
P.2B.[i],prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.1out.
[i])+prob.batting$P.E.[i]),  
             nrow=8, ncol=8, byrow=TRUE) 
   
   
  A2= 
matrix(data=c(prob.batting$P.HR.[i],prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]+prob.batting$P.E.[i],prob.batting$P.2B.[i],prob.batting$P
.3B.[i],0,0,0,0, 
 
prob.batting$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.batting$P.3B.[i],prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]+prob.batting$P.E.[i],0,prob.batting$P.2B.[i],0, 
 
prob.batting$P.HR.[i],prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i]*prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i],prob.batting$P.2B.[i],prob.batting$P.3B.
[i],prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i],prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i])
+prob.batting$P.E.[i],0,0, 
 
prob.batting$P.HR.[i],prob.batting$P.1B.[i]+prob.batting$P.E.[i],prob.batting$P.2B.[i],prob.batting$P.3B.[i],0,prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i],0,0, 
 
prob.batting$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.batting$P.3B.[i],prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i]*prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i],0,prob.batting$
P.2B.[i],prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.2out.
[i])+prob.batting$P.E.[i], 
 
prob.batting$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.batting$P.3B.[i],prob.batting$P.1B.[i]+prob.batting$P.E.[i],0,prob.batting$P.2B.[i],prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i], 
 
prob.batting$P.HR.[i],prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i]*prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i],prob.batting$P.2B.[i],prob.batting$P.3B.
[i],0,prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i])+prob.batting$P.E.[i],0,prob
$P.BB.HBP.[i], 
 
prob.batting$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.batting$P.3B.[i],prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i]*prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i],0,prob.batting$
P.2B.[i],prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.2out.
[i])+prob.batting$P.E.[i]),  
             nrow=8, ncol=8, byrow=TRUE) 
   
   
   
  # creating B1 matrix: trans from 0 outs to 1 out 
  B1= matrix(data=c(prob.batting$P.Out.[i],0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                    0,prob.batting$P.1Out.[i],0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                    0,prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),prob.batting$P.Out.[i],0,0,0,0,0, 
                    prob.batting$P.SF.[i],0,0,prob.batting$P.Out.[i]­ prob.batting$P.SF.[i],0,0,0,0, 
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                    0,0,0,0,prob.batting$P.1Out.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.0out[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),0,0,0, 
                    0,prob.batting$P.SF.[i],0,0,0,prob.batting$P.1Out.[i]­ prob.batting$P.SF.[i],0,0, 
 
0,prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),prob.batting$P.SF.[i],0,0,0,prob.batting$P.Out.[i]­ 
prob.batting$P.SF.[i],0, 
 
0,0,0,0,prob.batting$P.SF.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),0,0,prob.batting$P.1Out.[i]­ 
prob.batting$P.SF.[i]),  
             nrow=8, ncol=8, byrow=TRUE) 
   
  # creating B2 matrix: trans from 1 out to 2 outs 
  B2= matrix(data=c(prob.batting$P.Out.[i],0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                    0,prob.batting$P.1Out.[i],0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                    0,prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),prob.batting$P.Out.[i],0,0,0,0,0, 
                    prob.batting$P.SF.[i],0,0,prob.batting$P.Out.[i]­ prob.batting$P.SF.[i],0,0,0,0, 
                    0,0,0,0,prob.batting$P.1Out.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.1out[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),0,0,0, 
                    0,prob.batting$P.SF.[i],0,0,0,prob.batting$P.1Out.[i]­ prob.batting$P.SF.[i],0,0, 
 
0,prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),prob.batting$P.SF.[i],0,0,0,prob.batting$P.Out.[i]­ 
prob.batting$P.SF.[i],0, 
 
0,0,0,0,prob.batting$P.SF.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),0,0,prob.batting$P.1Out.[i]­ 
prob.batting$P.SF.[i]),  
             nrow=8, ncol=8, byrow=TRUE) 
   
  # creating C2 matrix: trans from 0 outs to 2 outs 
  C2= matrix(data=c(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                    prob.batting$P.DP.[i],0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                    0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                    0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                    0,0,0,prob.batting$P.DP.[i],0,0,0,0, 
                    prob.batting$P.DP.[i],0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                    0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                    0,0,0,prob.batting$P.DP.[i],0,0,0,0),  
             nrow=8, ncol=8, byrow=TRUE) 
   
  # absorbing states 
  D1= matrix(0, nrow=8, ncol=1) 
  D2= matrix(data=c(0,prob.batting$P.DP.[i],0,0,prob.batting$P.DP.[i],prob.batting$P.DP.[i],0,prob.batting$P.DP.[i]), nrow=8, ncol=1) 
  D3= matrix(c(prob.batting$P.Out.[i], 
  prob.batting$P.Out.[i], 
 
prob.batting$P.Out.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.2out[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i]), 
  prob.batting$P.Out.[i], 
 
prob.batting$P.Out.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.2out[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i]), 
      prob.batting$P.Out.[i], 
      prob.batting$P.Out.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.2out[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i]), 
   
prob.batting$P.Out.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.2out[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i])), 
  nrow=8, ncol=1) 
   D4= matrix(1, nrow=1, ncol=1) 
   
  abs0= matrix(c(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0), nrow=1, ncol=8, byrow=TRUE) 
  abs1= matrix(c(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0), nrow=1, ncol=8, byrow=TRUE) 
  abs2= matrix(c(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0), nrow=1, ncol=8, byrow=TRUE) 
   
  # zero matrices 
  zero= matrix(0, nrow=8, ncol=8) 
   
  # creating overall transisition matrix by combining above matrices 
  trans= matrix(c(rbind(A0,zero,zero,abs0),rbind(B1,A1,zero,abs1),rbind(C2,B2,A2,abs2), rbind(D1,D2,D3,D4)),nrow=25, ncol=25, 
  dimnames= list(c("(0,0)","(1,0)","(2,0)","(3,0)","(12,0)","(13,0)","(23,0)", 
"(123,0)","(0,1)","(1,1)","(2,1)","(3,1)","(12,1)","(13,1)","(23,1)","(123,1)", 
"(0,2)","(1,2)","(2,2)","(3,2)","(12,2)","(13,2)","(23,2)","(123,2)","(x,3)"),c("(0,0)","(1,0)","(2,0)","(3,0)","(12,0)","(13,0)","(23,0)", 
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"(123,0)","(0,1)","(1,1)","(2,1)","(3,1)","(12,1)","(13,1)","(23,1)","(123,1)", 
"(0,2)","(1,2)","(2,2)","(3,2)","(12,2)","(13,2)","(23,2)","(123,2)","(x,3)"))) 
   
  R1=matrix(c(0,0,0,1*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],0, 
              0,0,2*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],1*prob.batting$P.3B.[i],0, 
 
0,0,2*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],1*(prob.batting$P.2B.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),0, 
 
0,0,2*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],1*(prob.batting$P.3B.[i]+prob.batting$P.2B.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]+prob.batting$P.E.[i]+prob.batting$P.SF.[i]),0, 
 
0,3*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],2*prob.batting$P.3B.[i],1*(prob.batting$P.2B.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*prob.batting$
P.Safe.2nd.[i]),0, 
              0,3*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],2*prob.batting$P.3B.[i],1*(prob.batting$P.1B.[i]+prob.batting$P.E.[i]+prob.batting$P.SF.[i]),0, 
 
0,3*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],2*(prob.batting$P.2B.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),1*(prob.b
atting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i])+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i])+prob.b
atting$P.E.[i]+prob.batting$P.SF.[i]),0, 
 
4*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],3*prob.batting$P.3B.[i],2*(prob.batting$P.2B.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*prob.batting$P.
Safe.2nd.[i]), 
1*(prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i])+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*(1­p
rob.batting$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i])+prob.batting$P.E.[i]+prob.batting$P.SF.[i]),0),  
            ncol=5,byrow=TRUE) 
   
  R2=matrix(c(0,0,0,1*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],0, 
              0,0,2*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],1*prob.batting$P.3B.[i],0, 
 
0,0,2*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],1*(prob.batting$P.2B.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),0, 
 
0,0,2*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],1*(prob.batting$P.3B.[i]+prob.batting$P.2B.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]+prob.batting$P.E.[i]+prob.batting$P.SF.[i]),0, 
 
0,3*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],2*prob.batting$P.3B.[i],1*(prob.batting$P.2B.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*prob.batting$
P.Safe.2nd.[i]),0, 
              0,3*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],2*prob.batting$P.3B.[i],1*(prob.batting$P.1B.[i]+prob.batting$P.E.[i]+prob.batting$P.SF.[i]),0, 
 
0,3*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],2*(prob.batting$P.2B.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),1*(prob.b
atting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i])+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i])+prob.b
atting$P.E.[i]+prob.batting$P.SF.[i]),0, 
 
4*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],3*prob.batting$P.3B.[i],2*(prob.batting$P.2B.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*prob.batting$P.
Safe.2nd.[i]), 
1*(prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i])+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*(1­p
rob.batting$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i])+prob.batting$P.E.[i]+prob.batting$P.SF.[i]),0),   
            ncol=5,byrow=TRUE) 
   
  R3=matrix(c(0,0,0,1*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],0, 
              0,0,2*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],1*prob.batting$P.3B.[i],0, 
 
0,0,2*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],1*(prob.batting$P.2B.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i]*prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),0, 
              0,0,2*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],1*(prob.batting$P.3B.[i]+prob.batting$P.2B.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]+prob.batting$P.E.[i]),0, 
 
0,3*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],2*prob.batting$P.3B.[i],1*(prob.batting$P.2B.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i]*prob.batting$
P.Safe.2nd.[i]),0, 
              0,3*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],2*prob.batting$P.3B.[i],1*(prob.batting$P.1B.[i]+prob.batting$P.E.[i]),0, 
 
0,3*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],2*(prob.batting$P.2B.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i]*prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),1*(prob.b
atting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i])+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i])+prob.b
atting$P.E.[i]),0, 
 
4*prob.batting$P.HR.[i],3*prob.batting$P.3B.[i],2*(prob.batting$P.2B.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i]*prob.batting$P.
Safe.2nd.[i]), 
1*(prob.batting$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*prob.batting$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i]*(1­prob.batting$P.Safe.2nd.[i])+prob.batting$P.1B.[i]*(1­p
rob.batting$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i])+prob.batting$P.E.[i]),0),  
            ncol=5,byrow=TRUE) 
   
  Rscore= matrix(rbind(R1,R2,R3),nrow=24,ncol=5) 
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  eruns=matrix(rowSums(Rscore), nrow=24, dimnames= list(c("(0,0)","(1,0)","(2,0)","(3,0)","(12,0)","(13,0)","(23,0)", 
"(123,0)","(0,1)","(1,1)","(2,1)","(3,1)","(12,1)","(13,1)","(23,1)","(123,1)", 
"(0,2)","(1,2)","(2,2)","(3,2)","(12,2)","(13,2)","(23,2)","(123,2)"),c("Exp Runs for Half­Inn"))) 
   
  list(trans,eruns) 
} 
# End of trans function 
 
# Start of script 
 
nplayers.batting = nrow(prob.batting) 
trans.store.batting=array(NaN,c(25,25,nplayers.batting),dimnames= list(c("(0,0)","(1,0)","(2,0)","(3,0)","(12,0)","(13,0)","(23,0)", 
"(123,0)","(0,1)","(1,1)","(2,1)","(3,1)","(12,1)","(13,1)","(23,1)","(123,1)", 
"(0,2)","(1,2)","(2,2)","(3,2)","(12,2)","(13,2)","(23,2)","(123,2)","(x,3)"),c("(0,0)","(1,0)","(2,0)","(3,0)","(12,0)","(13,0)","(23,0)", 
"(123,0)","(0,1)","(1,1)","(2,1)","(3,1)","(12,1)","(13,1)","(23,1)","(123,1)", 
"(0,2)","(1,2)","(2,2)","(3,2)","(12,2)","(13,2)","(23,2)","(123,2)","(x,3)"))) 
R.store.batting=array(NaN,c(24,5,nplayers.batting)) 
Exp.runs.store.batting=matrix(NaN,nrow=24,ncol=nplayers.batting) 
 
for (i in 1: nplayers.batting){  
temp.batting=trans.batting(prob.batting) 
temp.trans.batting=temp.batting[[1]] 
temp.eruns.batting=temp.batting[[2]] 
 
# creating E: rowsums(E)= expected number of batters at each starting state for the inning 
I=diag(24) 
Q=temp.trans.batting[­25,­25] 
E=solve(I­Q) 
 
# Expected Runs for rest of inning at starting state: mult by 9 for full game 
Exp.Runs= E%*%temp.eruns.batting 
Nine.inn=Exp.Runs*9 
Nine.inn 
 
trans.store.batting[,,i]=temp.trans.batting 
R.store.batting[,,i]=temp.eruns.batting 
Exp.runs.store.batting[,i]=Nine.inn 
} 
 
 
compare.batting=cbind(teams.batting[,c(1,4)],Exp.runs.store.batting[1,], teams.batting$R/162, teams.batting$R) 
compare.batting$Exp.runs.162.batting= Exp.runs.store.batting[1,]*162 
compare.batting$Percent.change= round(((compare.batting$Exp.runs.162.batting­teams.batting$R)/compare.batting$Exp.runs.162.batting)*100, 
3) 
mean.batting=mean(abs(compare.batting$Percent.change)) 
 
 
 
 
 
Pitching Code 
 
teams.pitching= read.csv("MLBPitching2015.csv", header=TRUE, nrow=31) 
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# Prob function to convert raw data to probabilities 
prob.pitching= function(data){ 
data$P.BB.HBP.= (data$BB+ data$HBP)/data$PA 
data$P.1B.= (data$H­ data$X2B­data$X3B­ data$HR)/data$PA 
data$P.2B.= data$X2B/data$PA 
data$P.3B.= data$X3B/data$PA 
data$P.HR.= data$HR/data$PA 
data$P.DP.= data$GDP/data$PA 
data$P.E.= (data$AB­data$SO)*(1­0.984)/data$PA 
data$P.Out.= 1­(data$P.BB.HBP.+data$P.1B.+data$P.2B.+data$P.3B.+data$P.HR.+data$P.E.) 
data$P.1Out.= data$P.Out.­data$P.DP. 
data$P.SF.= data$SF/data$PA 
 
# Extrabase is the probability of advancing from 2nd base to home on a single 
data$P.Att.2nd.0out. = 0.4673 
data$P.Att.2nd.1out. = 0.5927 
data$P.Att.2nd.2out. = 0.9079 
data$P.Safe.2nd.= 0.96 
 
prob= data[, c(1,28:41)] 
 
return(prob) 
} 
 
prob.pitching=prob.pitching(teams.pitching) 
 
# End of prob function 
 
# trans function to compute the transition matrix and expected runs matrix 
trans.pitching= function(prob){ 
  A0= 
matrix(data=c(prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],prob.pitching$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.E.[i],prob.pitching$P.2B.[i],prob.pit
ching$P.3B.[i],0,0,0,0, 
 
prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],prob.pitching$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.E.[i],0,prob.pitching$P.2
B.[i],0, 
 
prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i],prob.pitching$P.2B.[i],prob.pitchin
g$P.3B.[i],prob.pitching$P.BB.HBP.[i],prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i])
+prob.pitching$P.E.[i],0,0, 
 
prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.E.[i],prob.pitching$P.2B.[i],prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],0,prob.pitching$P.BB.HBP.[i]
,0,0, 
 
prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i],0,prob.pi
tching$P.2B.[i],prob.pitching$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.0out.
[i])+prob.pitching$P.E.[i], 
 
prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.E.[i],0,prob.pitching$P.2B.[i],prob.pitching$P.BB.HB
P.[i], 
 
prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i],prob.pitching$P.2B.[i],prob.pitchin
g$P.3B.[i],0,prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i])+prob.pitching$P.E.[i],0,prob
$P.BB.HBP.[i], 
 
prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i],0,prob.pi
tching$P.2B.[i],prob.pitching$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.0out.
[i])+prob.pitching$P.E.[i]),  
             nrow=8, ncol=8, byrow=TRUE) 
   
  A1= 
matrix(data=c(prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],prob.pitching$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.E.[i],prob.pitching$P.2B.[i],prob.pit
ching$P.3B.[i],0,0,0,0, 
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prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],prob.pitching$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.E.[i],0,prob.pitching$P.2
B.[i],0, 
 
prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i],prob.pitching$P.2B.[i],prob.pitchin
g$P.3B.[i],prob.pitching$P.BB.HBP.[i],prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i])
+prob.pitching$P.E.[i],0,0, 
 
prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.E.[i],prob.pitching$P.2B.[i],prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],0,prob.pitching$P.BB.HBP.[i]
,0,0, 
 
prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i],0,prob.pi
tching$P.2B.[i],prob.pitching$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.1out.
[i])+prob.pitching$P.E.[i], 
 
prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.E.[i],0,prob.pitching$P.2B.[i],prob.pitching$P.BB.HB
P.[i], 
 
prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i],prob.pitching$P.2B.[i],prob.pitchin
g$P.3B.[i],0,prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i])+prob.pitching$P.E.[i],0,prob
$P.BB.HBP.[i], 
 
prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i],0,prob.pi
tching$P.2B.[i],prob.pitching$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.1out.
[i])+prob.pitching$P.E.[i]),  
             nrow=8, ncol=8, byrow=TRUE) 
   
   
  A2= 
matrix(data=c(prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],prob.pitching$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.E.[i],prob.pitching$P.2B.[i],prob.pit
ching$P.3B.[i],0,0,0,0, 
 
prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],prob.pitching$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.E.[i],0,prob.pitching$P.2
B.[i],0, 
 
prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i],prob.pitching$P.2B.[i],prob.pitchin
g$P.3B.[i],prob.pitching$P.BB.HBP.[i],prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i])
+prob.pitching$P.E.[i],0,0, 
 
prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.E.[i],prob.pitching$P.2B.[i],prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],0,prob.pitching$P.BB.HBP.[i]
,0,0, 
 
prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i],0,prob.pi
tching$P.2B.[i],prob.pitching$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.2out.
[i])+prob.pitching$P.E.[i], 
 
prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.E.[i],0,prob.pitching$P.2B.[i],prob.pitching$P.BB.HB
P.[i], 
 
prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i],prob.pitching$P.2B.[i],prob.pitchin
g$P.3B.[i],0,prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i])+prob.pitching$P.E.[i],0,prob
$P.BB.HBP.[i], 
 
prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],0,0,prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i],0,prob.pi
tching$P.2B.[i],prob.pitching$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.2out.
[i])+prob.pitching$P.E.[i]),  
             nrow=8, ncol=8, byrow=TRUE) 
   
   
   
  # creating B1 matrix: trans from 0 outs to 1 out 
  B1= matrix(data=c(prob.pitching$P.Out.[i],0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                    0,prob.pitching$P.1Out.[i],0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                    0,prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),prob.pitching$P.Out.[i],0,0,0,0,0, 
                    prob.pitching$P.SF.[i],0,0,prob.pitching$P.Out.[i]­ prob.pitching$P.SF.[i],0,0,0,0, 
                    0,0,0,0,prob.pitching$P.1Out.[i]+ prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.0out[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),0,0,0, 
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                    0,prob.pitching$P.SF.[i],0,0,0,prob.pitching$P.1Out.[i]­ prob.pitching$P.SF.[i],0,0, 
 
0,prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),prob.pitching$P.SF.[i],0,0,0,prob.pitching$P.Out.[i]­ 
prob.pitching$P.SF.[i],0, 
 
0,0,0,0,prob.pitching$P.SF.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),0,0,prob.pitching$P.1Ou
t.[i]­ prob.pitching$P.SF.[i]),  
             nrow=8, ncol=8, byrow=TRUE) 
   
  # creating B2 matrix: trans from 1 out to 2 outs 
  B2= matrix(data=c(prob.pitching$P.Out.[i],0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                    0,prob.pitching$P.1Out.[i],0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                    0,prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),prob.pitching$P.Out.[i],0,0,0,0,0, 
                    prob.pitching$P.SF.[i],0,0,prob.pitching$P.Out.[i]­ prob.pitching$P.SF.[i],0,0,0,0, 
                    0,0,0,0,prob.pitching$P.1Out.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.1out[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),0,0,0, 
                    0,prob.pitching$P.SF.[i],0,0,0,prob.pitching$P.1Out.[i]­ prob.pitching$P.SF.[i],0,0, 
 
0,prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),prob.pitching$P.SF.[i],0,0,0,prob.pitching$P.Out.[i]­ 
prob.pitching$P.SF.[i],0, 
 
0,0,0,0,prob.pitching$P.SF.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),0,0,prob.pitching$P.1Ou
t.[i]­ prob.pitching$P.SF.[i]),  
             nrow=8, ncol=8, byrow=TRUE) 
   
  # creating C2 matrix: trans from 0 outs to 2 outs 
  C2= matrix(data=c(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                    prob.pitching$P.DP.[i],0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                    0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                    0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                    0,0,0,prob.pitching$P.DP.[i],0,0,0,0, 
                    prob.pitching$P.DP.[i],0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                    0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                    0,0,0,prob.pitching$P.DP.[i],0,0,0,0),  
             nrow=8, ncol=8, byrow=TRUE) 
   
  # absorbing states 
  D1= matrix(0, nrow=8, ncol=1) 
  D2= matrix(data=c(0,prob.pitching$P.DP.[i],0,0,prob.pitching$P.DP.[i],prob.pitching$P.DP.[i],0,prob.pitching$P.DP.[i]), nrow=8, ncol=1) 
  D3= matrix(c(prob.pitching$P.Out.[i], 
  prob.pitching$P.Out.[i], 
 
prob.pitching$P.Out.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.2out[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i]), 
  prob.pitching$P.Out.[i], 
 
prob.pitching$P.Out.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.2out[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i]), 
      prob.pitching$P.Out.[i], 
   
prob.pitching$P.Out.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.2out[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i]), 
   
prob.pitching$P.Out.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.2out[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i])), 
  nrow=8, ncol=1) 
  D4= matrix(1, nrow=1, ncol=1) 
   
  abs0= matrix(c(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0), nrow=1, ncol=8, byrow=TRUE) 
  abs1= matrix(c(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0), nrow=1, ncol=8, byrow=TRUE) 
  abs2= matrix(c(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0), nrow=1, ncol=8, byrow=TRUE) 
   
  # zero matrices 
  zero= matrix(0, nrow=8, ncol=8) 
   
  # creating overall transisition matrix by combining above matrices 
  trans= matrix(c(rbind(A0,zero,zero,abs0),rbind(B1,A1,zero,abs1),rbind(C2,B2,A2,abs2), rbind(D1,D2,D3,D4)),nrow=25, ncol=25, 
  dimnames= list(c("(0,0)","(1,0)","(2,0)","(3,0)","(12,0)","(13,0)","(23,0)", 
"(123,0)","(0,1)","(1,1)","(2,1)","(3,1)","(12,1)","(13,1)","(23,1)","(123,1)", 
"(0,2)","(1,2)","(2,2)","(3,2)","(12,2)","(13,2)","(23,2)","(123,2)","(x,3)"),c("(0,0)","(1,0)","(2,0)","(3,0)","(12,0)","(13,0)","(23,0)", 
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"(123,0)","(0,1)","(1,1)","(2,1)","(3,1)","(12,1)","(13,1)","(23,1)","(123,1)", 
"(0,2)","(1,2)","(2,2)","(3,2)","(12,2)","(13,2)","(23,2)","(123,2)","(x,3)"))) 
   
  R1=matrix(c(0,0,0,1*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],0, 
              0,0,2*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],1*prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],0, 
 
0,0,2*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],1*(prob.pitching$P.2B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),0
, 
 
0,0,2*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],1*(prob.pitching$P.3B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.2B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.E.[i]+prob.pitching$P.S
F.[i]),0, 
 
0,3*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],2*prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],1*(prob.pitching$P.2B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*prob.pit
ching$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),0, 
              0,3*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],2*prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],1*(prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.E.[i]+prob.pitching$P.SF.[i]),0, 
 
0,3*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],2*(prob.pitching$P.2B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),1*(
prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i])+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.0ou
t.[i])+prob.pitching$P.E.[i]+prob.pitching$P.SF.[i]),0, 
 
4*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],3*prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],2*(prob.pitching$P.2B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*prob.pitc
hing$P.Safe.2nd.[i]), 
1*(prob.pitching$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i])+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i
]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.0out.[i])+prob.pitching$P.E.[i]+prob.pitching$P.SF.[i]),0),  
            ncol=5,byrow=TRUE) 
   
  R2=matrix(c(0,0,0,1*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],0, 
              0,0,2*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],1*prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],0, 
 
0,0,2*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],1*(prob.pitching$P.2B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),0
, 
 
0,0,2*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],1*(prob.pitching$P.3B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.2B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.E.[i]+prob.pitching$P.S
F.[i]),0, 
 
0,3*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],2*prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],1*(prob.pitching$P.2B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*prob.pit
ching$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),0, 
              0,3*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],2*prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],1*(prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.E.[i]+prob.pitching$P.SF.[i]),0, 
 
0,3*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],2*(prob.pitching$P.2B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),1*(
prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i])+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.1ou
t.[i])+prob.pitching$P.E.[i]+prob.pitching$P.SF.[i]),0, 
 
4*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],3*prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],2*(prob.pitching$P.2B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*prob.pitc
hing$P.Safe.2nd.[i]), 
1*(prob.pitching$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i])+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i
]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.1out.[i])+prob.pitching$P.E.[i]+prob.pitching$P.SF.[i]),0),   
            ncol=5,byrow=TRUE) 
   
  R3=matrix(c(0,0,0,1*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],0, 
              0,0,2*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],1*prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],0, 
 
0,0,2*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],1*(prob.pitching$P.2B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),0
, 
              0,0,2*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],1*(prob.pitching$P.3B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.2B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.E.[i]),0, 
 
0,3*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],2*prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],1*(prob.pitching$P.2B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i]*prob.pit
ching$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),0, 
              0,3*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],2*prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],1*(prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.E.[i]),0, 
 
0,3*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],2*(prob.pitching$P.2B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i]),1*(
prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i])+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.2ou
t.[i])+prob.pitching$P.E.[i]),0, 
 
4*prob.pitching$P.HR.[i],3*prob.pitching$P.3B.[i],2*(prob.pitching$P.2B.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i]*prob.pitc
hing$P.Safe.2nd.[i]), 
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1*(prob.pitching$P.BB.HBP.[i]+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i]*prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Safe.2nd.[i])+prob.pitching$P.1B.[i
]*(1­prob.pitching$P.Att.2nd.2out.[i])+prob.pitching$P.E.[i]),0),  
            ncol=5,byrow=TRUE) 
   
  Rscore= matrix(rbind(R1,R2,R3),nrow=24,ncol=5) 
  eruns=matrix(rowSums(Rscore), nrow=24, dimnames= list(c("(0,0)","(1,0)","(2,0)","(3,0)","(12,0)","(13,0)","(23,0)", 
"(123,0)","(0,1)","(1,1)","(2,1)","(3,1)","(12,1)","(13,1)","(23,1)","(123,1)", 
"(0,2)","(1,2)","(2,2)","(3,2)","(12,2)","(13,2)","(23,2)","(123,2)"),c("Exp Runs for Half­Inn"))) 
   
  list(trans,eruns) 
} 
# End of trans function 
 
# Start of script 
nplayers.pitching = nrow(prob.pitching) 
trans.store.pitching=array(NaN,c(25,25,nplayers.pitching),dimnames= list(c("(0,0)","(1,0)","(2,0)","(3,0)","(12,0)","(13,0)","(23,0)", 
"(123,0)","(0,1)","(1,1)","(2,1)","(3,1)","(12,1)","(13,1)","(23,1)","(123,1)", 
"(0,2)","(1,2)","(2,2)","(3,2)","(12,2)","(13,2)","(23,2)","(123,2)","(x,3)"),c("(0,0)","(1,0)","(2,0)","(3,0)","(12,0)","(13,0)","(23,0)", 
"(123,0)","(0,1)","(1,1)","(2,1)","(3,1)","(12,1)","(13,1)","(23,1)","(123,1)", 
"(0,2)","(1,2)","(2,2)","(3,2)","(12,2)","(13,2)","(23,2)","(123,2)","(x,3)"))) 
R.store.pitching=array(NaN,c(24,5,nplayers.pitching)) 
Exp.runs.store.pitching=matrix(NaN,nrow=24,ncol=nplayers.pitching) 
 
for (i in 1: nplayers.pitching){  
temp.pitching=trans.pitching(prob.pitching) 
temp.trans.pitching=temp.pitching[[1]] 
temp.eruns.pitching=temp.pitching[[2]] 
 
# creating E: rowsums(E)= expected number of batters at each starting state for the inning 
I=diag(24) 
Q=temp.trans.pitching[­25,­25] 
E=solve(I­Q) 
 
# Expected Runs for rest of inning at starting state: mult by 9 for full game 
Exp.Runs= E%*%temp.eruns.pitching 
Nine.inn=Exp.Runs*9 
Nine.inn 
 
trans.store.pitching[,,i]=temp.trans.pitching 
R.store.pitching[,,i]=temp.eruns.pitching 
Exp.runs.store.pitching[,i]=Nine.inn 
} 
 
 
compare.pitching=cbind(teams.pitching[,c(1,4)],Exp.runs.store.pitching[1,], teams.pitching$R/162, teams.pitching$R) 
compare.pitching$Exp.runs.162.pitching= Exp.runs.store.pitching[1,]*162 
compare.pitching$Percent.change= 
round(((compare.pitching$Exp.runs.162.pitching­teams.pitching$R)/compare.pitching$Exp.runs.162.pitching)*100, 3) 
mean.pitching=mean(abs(compare.pitching$Percent.change)) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Winning Pct Code 
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teams.standings= read.csv("MLBStandings2015.csv", header=TRUE, nrow=31) 
 
N= 100000 
nteams=nrow(teams.standings) 
pred.Win=NA 
pred.Loss=NA 
pred.win.pct=NA 
pred.win.pct2=NA 
Diff.wins= NA 
 
for (i in 1:nteams){ 
pred.win.pct[i]= round((Exp.runs.store.batting[1,i])^1.81/((Exp.runs.store.batting[1,i])^1.81+(Exp.runs.store.pitching[1,i])^1.81),3) 
pred.win.pct2[i]= round((teams.batting$R[i])^1.81/((teams.batting$R[i])^1.81+(teams.pitching$R[i])^1.81),3) 
pred.Win[i]= round(pred.win.pct[i]*162,0) 
pred.Loss[i]= round(162­pred.Win[i],0) 
Diff.wins[i]= teams.standings$W[i]­pred.Win[i] 
} 
 
 
compare.win.prob=cbind(teams.standings[,c(2,5:7)],pred.Win,pred.Loss,pred.win.pct,Diff.wins) 
compare.win.prob$PT= round(162*teams.batting$R^2/(teams.batting$R^2+teams.pitching$R^2),0) 
compare.win.prob$PTDiff.wins= teams.standings$W­compare.win.prob$PT 
 
hist(compare.win.prob$Diff.wins,breaks=10, main="Actual­Predicted Wins", xlab="Actual­Predicted", 
col="dark green", border="white") 
 
lm= lm(teams.standings$W.L.~pred.win.pct) 
lm2= lm(teams.standings$W.L.~pred.win.pct2) 
#summary(lm) 
plot=plot(pred.win.pct, teams.standings$W.L., type="p",xlab="Predicted Win Percentage", ylab="Actual Win Percentage", 
col="dark green", pch=16, main="Actual vs. Predicted with Markov Runs") 
abline(lm) 
 
plot2=plot(pred.win.pct2, teams.standings$W.L., type="p",xlab="Predicted Win Percentage", ylab="Actual Win Percentage", 
col="dark green", pch=16, main="Actual vs. Predicted with Observed Runs") 
abline(lm2) 
 
#lm.win.pct=predict(lm) 
 
mean.win.diff= mean(abs(Diff.wins)) 
mean.win.diff.PT= mean(abs(compare.win.prob$PTDiff.wins)) 
 
 
 
